
Q: Can the Chainrasp player place more than ten 
Chainrasps on the battlefield at once (including 
the Dreadwarden)?
A: No, they are limited to the number of models in 
the box.

Q: If two Stormcast Eternals are in the same tile, can 
another Stormcast Eternal move through that tile, as 
long as they don’t end their movement on it?
A: No – when a Stormcast Eternal makes a Move 
action they move one tile at a time. 

Q: The Dreadwarden can only be placed if there are 
already 4 Chainrasps on the battlefield. Does this mean 
the Dreadwarden can then be placed as soon as there 
are 4 Chainrasps on the board, or that at the start of the 
phase, there must already have been 4 Chainrasps on 
the battlefield?
A: Once there are four Chainrasps on the board, the 
Dreadwarden can be placed – the timing of when 
those Chainrasps appeared is not important. If you 
were placing 6 Chainrasps on the battlefield at once, 
and there were none in play already, you could place 
four Chainrasps, then the Dreadwarden, and then one 
more Chainrasp. 

Q: When making a Drift acion, can a Chainrasp pick 
up and take more than 2 other Chainrasps with it?
A: No. In addition, if it the tile it is drifting into 
contains 1 or 2 Chainrasps, it can only ‘pick up’ other 
Chainrasps if the total number in that tile will be 3 or 
less. No tile can contain more than 3 Chainrasps.

Q: Do you ever draw new power cards during a game? 
A:  No. After setup, the remaining power cards can be 
placed back in the box. 

Q: Do models block line of sight for Stormcast Eternals’ 
attacks, or can they attack through models to targets 
beyond them?
A: No. When a Stormcast Eternal attacks, they can 
target any Chainrasp that they can draw a straight line 
to from their position.  

Q: To win, does the Stormcast Eternal on the Hyshian 
Illuminator at the end of a round need to have the 
Winch marker? 
A: No, the Winch marker is held by the Stormcast 
Eternal player, not one of the models – it is used as a 
reminder that the Stormcast Eternals have opened the 
final route to the Hyshian Illuminator.  

Q: If a Stormcast Eternal enters an Abyssal tile, and on 
the other side of it is a tile with a single unconnected 
path that also contains a Chainrasp, does this mean 
the Stormcast Eternal will never be able to get into that 
tile? If it takes one attack to kill the Chainrasp, then the 
Stormcast Eternal would only have one action left, and 
the first Move action on an Abyssal tile in each round 
is ignored, so that Stormcast Eternal would never have 
enough actions to move out, because by the next turn 
another Chainrasp will have been placed there.
A: Correct. In that situation, the Stormcast Eternal 
cannot move into that tile. Let’s hope they have a 
power card they can play, or they have some backup 
remaining to take out that Chainrasp! 

Q: How does Orris Suresight’s ‘Castigator-Prime’ ability 
interact with Abyssal tiles? If a Stormcast Eternal is on 
an Abyssal tile and Orris gives that Stormcast Eternal 
a move, would that move be ignored if it was that 
Stormcast Eternal’s first attempt at moving from that 
tile this round? If so, when that Stormcast Eternal is 
activated later in the round, can it now move off the tile 
with its first action, since it already was granted a move 
by Orris during this round?  
A: Yes.  
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Q: When removing tiles, what happens if a Chainrasp 
is on a tile that would be removed?  
A: The Chainrasp is removed along with the tile (and 
becomes a Lurking Chainrasp again). 

Q: During the Chainrasp Reinforcements phase, does 
the Chainrasp player add Chainrasps to tiles that have 
unconnected paths but are not empty? In other words, 
if a tile has two unconnected paths and there is one 
Chainrasp on it from an earlier round, would you add 
a second one during reinforcements?
A: No. In the Chainrasp Reinforcements phase, the 
Chainrasp player only places Chainrasps on empty 
tiles that have unconnected paths and Soultrap tiles. 

Q: If the crypt stack is empty in the Add Tiles phase, are 
any tiles placed?  
A: No – no more tiles are added once the crypt tile 
stack is exhausted.


